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At Yangon' 40-year record-of the rainfall

data shows the annual average
precipitation
120 inches, with standard deviation
of approximately lg.

of

calculate (a) The percentage of oecurrence

and
(b) T{re number of yeas which
lie

.

2'

(l)

between 102 inches and 13g inches
(2) between g4 inches and 156
inches
(3) under 66 inches and over
174 inches
A car company produced new motor vehicles
that have an average life expectancy
of l5
years' with a standard deviation
of 40 months. Assuming that the life
expectancy of the
car is normally distributed, find the probability
of a car.
(a) Like to break down in less
than l0 years.

(b) will last more than 12 years?
(c) will last rnore than 20 years?
The normal distribution function
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3. In a given area

it is known that 60 % of the farms included dairying within their economy.

In a brief visit, it proves possible to visits three randomly selected farms within this area.
What are the probabilities of these visits including 3, 2,1 or even 0 farms with dairying
activities?

4. Simples are often small in geographical studies. A rainfall data (in mm) is below.

Rainfall (in mm) for

12 years record

17r.2 t49.4 t26.5
124.4 106.5 93.40
t22.1 93.5 96.2

120.8

96.7
94.2

(a) Calculate the mean and the standard deviation.

(b) Calculate the best estimate of standard deviatiou.

\r(c) Find the 95%o confidence l*mits for the simpie mean.

'

t value

from t tzble =2.2

5. A study of the number of farrn sites with their characteristic provided the following
table.

Use the X2 test to determine, the siguificance of the differences between the farm sites and
these five groups

of terrains.

